
                       

   

The children of today will make the India of tomorrow. The way we bring them 

up will determine the future of the country.’- Jawaharlal Nehru 

The school was buzzing with excitement, with cheerful voices greeting each 

other. Students came dressed in colourful trendy outfits all eager for the day to 

start.  

Students attended the assembly and gathered in the auditorium for the cultural 

program to be hosted by class IX students. Children’s day is celebrated to give 

students a chance to display their talents. The program that unfolded gave all the 

students a platform to share their talent and gain confidence. The program started 

with an anchoring team of Aastha, Vardhan, Lasya, and Sreesanth welcoming the 

gathering.  

The Sanghamitra music group comprising singers, guitarists, and keyboard 

players gave a musical start by singing popular and trending songs, which the 

audience sang along with and enjoyed. Any event that is conducted requires 

seeking the blessings of the almighty and the student council 2022-23 enjoyed 



the privilege of lighting the lamp. The choir sang a beautiful song 

Sanghachadwam a famous Rig Veda hymn that means let us progress together. 

The anchors spoke about the significance of children's day and introduced the 

theme for the day. The theme for the dance is Nadu and nedu, past and present.  

It is the changing presentation and dance styles covering the same topic but with 

a change in the dance and music.  The performances gave a glimpse of past and 

present traditions. The first performance was the changing trend in telephones 

followed by cars and motorcycles. The next two dances showed the changing 

trend in the celebrations of festivals like Holi and Sankranti. Students also 

included Ice breakers like Anaika Sharma’s show, a Stand-up comedy act, a 

Movie review, and a talent show. Students enacted perfectly and entertained the 

audience. The younger children were thoroughly motivated by the talents 

displayed, Karate, Rubik’s cube, and song. The class 9 show ended with a vote 

of thanks.  

Class IX students worked hard to present the show and it was thoroughly enjoyed 

by all. Thank you, children.  

The children had a break where they enjoyed a class party and shared their 

favourite snacks.  

CULTURAL PROGRAMS BY TEACHERS 

The best way to make children good is to see them happy. The teachers presented 

a wonderful cultural program and made the children happy. It was the best gift 

that they gave their students.  

The program started with a musical group presenting popular songs and students 

joined them in singing. This was followed by a skit where teachers dressed as 

popular personalities and their positive influence on society. Teachers excelled in 

their costumes, and performances enthralled the children. It was the turn of 

Michel Jackson to woo the audience.  Anthakshari bought out the friendly combat 

between the teachers and the result was listening to pleasant melodies. The 

teachers also danced to a medley. The program ended with a video showing all 

the students enjoying school. 

The student council and children were overwhelmed with the program and 

thanked teachers for taking time and performing for them. They received the best 

children’s day gift.  

Thank you teachers for the wonderful program  

The day ended with National Anthem.  



 









 


